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Go on 

Directions

Read the sample and mark the correct answer.

The diagram represents steps in the path of a communication signal that
is transmitted from an airport control tower to an airplane in flight.

In this process, what is one way communication is transmitted?

A. infrared light
B. radio waves
C. ultraviolet light
D. gamma rays

Do not go on to the next page until told to do so.
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1. A diagram of seven rock layers is shown.

The diagram represents a section of Earth that a paleontologist, a
scientist who studies fossils, has been working with for years. Which
statement correctly describes this diagram?

A. Layer W contains fossils of organisms that existed on Earth after the
organisms found in layers U and R.

B. Layer U contains fossils of organisms that are older than the organisms found
in layer R.

C. Layers W and U contain fossils that are animal species.

D. Layers R and W contain fossils that are both types of plant species.
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2. When the solar system was very young, the sun was just being formed
and planets had not yet been made. The solar system was mostly gas and
dust.

Which statement best explains how planets formed in the early solar
system?

M. Planets formed from magnetism in space that interacted with light from the
stars.

P. Planets formed from large asteroids that had broken apart.

R. Planets formed from molten metal in volcanic eruptions.

S. Planets formed from small amounts of debris that were attracted together
because of gravity.
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3. Some scientists compared fossils of the common ancestor of horses with
modern horses. The table shows what the scientists found during their
analysis.

Analysis Results
Ancestor Modern Horses

Multiple toes
Single middle toe that over time
evolved into a hoof

All toes are easy to
see and have full
function

Other toes are smaller and have no
function

The scientists claim that modern horses are better adapted for survival in
the present-day environment than the common ancestor would have
been. Which two statements best support this claim?

A. Organisms that have hooves are more likely to reproduce.

B. Organisms with multiple toes are easily seen by predators, so parents choose
not to pass the trait on to their offspring.

C. Organisms with four legs will develop a hoof because of the need to balance
on four legs.

D. Organisms will acquire helpful traits from their surroundings to survive.

E. Organisms that have hooves are able to live in a variety of habitats.
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4. Students are using balloons to describe the expanding universe model.
The students blow up several balloons and put them on the floor. Each
balloon represents a different galaxy.

How should the students move or change the balloons to demonstrate
how the universe is expanding?

M. All of the balloons should be moved to the center of the floor.

P. Each balloon should be inflated more so that they are all increasing in size.

R. Each balloon should be deflated so that there is more distance between the
surface of each balloon.

S. All of the balloons should be moved away from each other so there is more
distance between them.
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5. Farmers have cultivated five different vegetable crops by artificially
selecting for certain traits from the wild mustard plant. This table lists
information about five different vegetables that originated from the wild
mustard plant.

Vegetable Trait

Broccoli Suppression of flower development

Cabbage Suppression of internode length

Kale Enlargement of leaves

Cauliflower Sterility of flowers

Kohlrabi Enhancement of lateral meristems

Which statement is correct about the development of these vegetables
through artificial selection?

A. They resulted from a characteristic of the mustard plant that was changed or
enhanced by the selective cultivation.

B. They resulted from the exposure to extreme temperatures and ultraviolet sun
rays.

C. They were created over one generation when crossbreeding took place
between two different varieties of vegetables.

D. They stopped forming additional varieties at the end of a growth cycle.

Grade 6 Science
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6. The diagram shows rainwater traveling underground. Depending on how
far down the water travels into the ground, it can take centuries
(hundreds of years) or even millennia (thousands of years). The pumped
well is where groundwater is taken out of the ground. The darker-colored
layers underground are layers of permeable rock. The lighter-colored
layers underground are sources of groundwater.

Using the diagram, which three statements about groundwater are
correct?

M. The water for the well is provided by underground water from the uppermost
layer.

P. The water available to the pumped well uses only water stored for days and
years.

R. If rain falls on the recharge area, it may take centuries or millennia to sink to
the lowest storage levels.

S. The water pumped from the well will be replaced immediately from the water
in all the layers beneath it.

T. Pumping a large amount of water from the well will have almost no effect on
the amount of water available for vegetation.
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7. Waves were created on three identical ropes.

Of the three waves shown, Wave 2 has the greatest

A. wave speed, because it has more crests than the other ropes.

B. frequency, because it has a larger wavelength than the other ropes.

C. wave speed, because the rope is moving up and down faster than the other
ropes.

D. frequency, because there are more crests in the same length of rope than
there are in the other waves.
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8. A student plots the magnetic field of a bar magnet using a compass. The
student centers the bar magnet in the middle of a piece of paper and uses
the compass to plot points around the magnet.

Which diagram best shows the magnetic field around a bar magnet?

M. N S

P. N S

R. N S

S. N S
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9. Diagram 1 shows dark-shaded areas of three continents that contain
similar ancient rock structures. Diagram 2 shows similar fossils that were
found on landforms. Both diagrams show the different continents
arranged as scientists believe they might have existed before they moved
apart because of continental drift.

Diagram 1

(This item continues on the next page.)
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(Item 9, continued from the previous page)

Diagram 2

Which statement is correct based on the information provided in the two
diagrams?

A. The diagrams both provide support for the theory that the continents have
always been fixed in their current positions.

B. The diagrams have little relationship to each other, as some of the land areas
shown on the diagrams are in different positions.

C. The diagrams support each other by offering two separate sources of
evidence that support the past shapes and positions of the landforms.

D. The diagrams provide support for the conclusion that the process of
continental drift ended when the continents reached their current positions.
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Questions 10 – 13 refer to the passage(s) and image(s) shown.

Magnets and Motors – Part 1

A student read in a science magazine that magnets can be made by using an iron nail,
copper wire, and a battery. These magnets are called “electromagnets” because they use
electricity to generate their magnetic effect. The magnetic force of these magnets can be
tested according to their ability to pick up metal paper clips.

The student read that motors and electromagnets use the same basic principle to
operate. The student conducted two investigations to see how these electromagnets
work.

In the first investigation, the student made an electromagnet and then performed some
tests. The materials that were used are listed.

Materials:

• Iron nail
• Copper wire
• Battery
• Several paper clips

The student performed two tests. In the first test, the student taped the ends of the wire
to the battery. Several paper clips were moved close to the nail and the student recorded
how many paper clips the nail picked up. In the second test, the wire was wrapped
around the nail 20 times. The results are shown in the table.
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10. Based on the information given, which part of Investigation #2 is
most likely the independent variable?

M. the type of wire

P. the number of coils

R. the size of the battery

S. the strength of the magnet

11. Which phenomenon is most likely being tested during Investigation #1?

A. An iron nail is a natural magnet.

B. An iron nail has to be used to create an electromagnet.

C. A small battery has stored magnetism that can be used to attract paper clips.

D. Wire wrapped around an iron nail attached to the poles of a battery will
produce a magnetic force.

Grade 6 Science
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Electromagnet Investigation #1

Test Coils Around
Nail

Number of Paper
Clips Picked Up

#1 0 0

#2 20 4

In the second investigation, the student added more coils to determine if the magnetic
force increased with the number of coils wrapped around the nail. The data for the
second investigation are shown.

Electromagnet Investigation #2

Test Coils Around
Nail

Number of Paper
Clips Picked Up

#1 40 8

#2 50 10

#3 60 12

The student has other ideas for making the electromagnet stronger aside from wrapping
more coils around the nail.
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12. Which phenomenon is most likely being tested during Investigation #2?

M. The larger the nail is, the more magnetic force it will have.

P. The battery increases in power when there are more coils in the wire.

R. The magnetic force increases when more coils are wrapped around the nail.

S. The wire around the nail needs to be thin to make the magnetic force
stronger.

13. The student wants to use nails made of different metals to see which type
of nail makes the best electromagnet.

Which investigation should the student perform to determine which type
of nail makes the strongest electromagnet?

A. Wrap each type of nail with a different number of coils of the same type of
wire and record how many paper clips each nail picks up.

B. Wrap each type of nail with 40 coils of the same type of wire and record how
many paper clips each nail picks up.

C. Wrap as many coils as possible around each type of nail and record which
type of nail can hold the most coils.

D. Wrap each type of nail with a different type of wire and record how many
paper clips each nail picks up.
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Questions 14 – 16 refer to the passage(s) and image(s) shown.

Magnets and Motors – Part 2

The student continued reading and discovered that motors are built on the concept of
electromagnets. Motors are used in many of the items found in a home, such as electric
toothbrushes, ceiling fans, and vacuum cleaners. Since motors use electromagnets, the
student decided to build his own. The student constructed a model of a small motor
using an electromagnet. The model will be tested to see if it works when a copper wire is
attached to a battery.

Materials:

• Battery
• Copper wire
• 2 paper clips
• Rubber band
• 2 ring magnets
• Sandpaper
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The student looped the copper wire as shown in the diagram, with the wire ends
straightened out. The paper clips were reshaped and used to hold up the loops of copper
wire, and the rubber band was used to hold the paper clips against the battery.

The student used sandpaper to remove only one side of the rubber coating from both
ends of the wire. The wire loop was then placed in the paper clip holders so that the wire
loop could move freely. The student then placed the ring magnet on top of the battery.

The student discovered that the copper loop began to spin very quickly. He also
discovered that when the magnet on the battery was moved farther away, the spinning
of the copper loop slowed down.

The student revised the procedure to try to make the copper loop spin faster by adding
more loops to the copper wire. The student observed that it did spin faster when more
loops were added.

The student has other ideas for revising the procedure to make the wire loop spin faster.
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14. The student discovered that the wire loop rotates 300 times every
second. The student then reduced the number of loops by half and
discovered that the wire loop rotated half as fast.

After the number of wire loops had been reduced by half, how many
rotations did the wire loop complete in 10 seconds?

M. 150

P. 300

R. 1,500

S. 3,000

15. Which variable in this investigation is the dependent variable?

A. the size of the battery

B. the number of loops of copper wire

C. the position of the ring magnets

D. the speed at which the copper loop spins

16. Which modification would most likely make the wire loop rotate faster?

M. Use a larger battery.

P. Use thinner copper wire.

R. Use several smaller magnets instead of two large ones.

S. Use sandpaper to remove the rubber coating from the loops of wire.
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17. A canyon wall is shown. The rocks that make up the wall are layered.

From the evidence in the picture, which statement is most correct about
what the fossil record looks like in this location?

A. The number of fossils would decrease as the layers accumulate.

B. The types of fossils would be similar but would show gradual structural
changes.

C. The number of fossils would rise and then immediately disappear.

D. The types of fossils would stay exactly the same in every layer.
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18. A student stands in a school hallway. A wall separates a classroom from
the student. The student in the hallway cannot see inside the classroom
but hears noises from within the classroom. Which of these best explains
why the student hears the noises but cannot see into the classroom?

M. Sound waves are absorbed by the wall, and visible light waves are
transmitted through the wall.

P. Sound waves are transmitted through the wall, and visible light waves are
reflected by the wall.

R. Sound waves are reflected by the wall, and visible light waves are refracted
by the wall.

S. Sound waves are reflected by the wall, and visible light waves are absorbed
by the wall.
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19. Students learned that objects can exert forces on other objects without
touching.

Which three investigations will provide evidence to support what they
have learned?

A. measuring how close a soda can must be before it rolls toward a balloon that
has been rubbed on someone’s hair

B. counting the number of staples that are directly attached to a strong magnet

C. dropping a rubber ball from a distance of 1.5 meters above the classroom
floor

D. placing a magnet against a jar containing a mixture of iron filings and sand

E. measuring how far a toy car travels across the floor before coming to a stop
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20. Students observe a partial graph of seismic data produced from an
earthquake. The graph shows data for two different layers in Earth.

The students create a table to identify which layers are shown in the
graph. Which table best represents the data in the graph?

Layer Identification Physical State

1 Outer Core Liquid

2 Inner Core Liquid
M.

Layer Identification Physical State

1 Mantle Solid

2 Outer Core Liquid
P.

Layer Identification Physical State

1 Crust Solid

2 Mantle Solid
R.

(This item continues on the next page.)
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(Item 20, continued from the previous page)

Layer Identification Physical State

1 Inner Core Liquid

2 Crust Solid
S.
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21. Evidence gathered by studying the composition and movement of distant
galaxies indicates that the universe expanded rapidly from a single small
point. The universe has continued to expand for over 13 billion years.

Which statement is in agreement with the current understanding of the
expanding universe?

A. All matter and energy were contained inside the small point.

B. Matter and energy came from dark areas of the universe and were attracted
to the small point.

C. Matter and energy fell into the small point the same way a black hole attracts
matter and energy.

D. Matter was condensed into a single point until energy was attracted to the
matter from dark areas of the universe.
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22. A class has compiled this list of examples of artificial selection.

• The development by dog breeders of a variety of
poodles that have different coats that do not require
brushing

• The crossbreeding of cows that have provided meat and
milk for humans for many centuries

• The breeding of domestic turkeys that have large
amounts of breast meat and a reduced wing size that
makes them unable to fly

• The creation of varieties of apples that remain crisp
throughout the winter but have less flavor

• The development of roses that will wilt quickly and have
long stems, no thorns, and no strong scent

Which three statements describe the common characteristics of all of the
examples of artificial selection?

M. Artificial selection always requires a detailed knowledge of the genetic
makeup of a species and a familiarity with the mathematics of inherited traits.

P. Artificial selection infers that a species experiences natural genetic mutation
rather than reproduction planned by humans.

R. Artificial selection involves enhancing the natural characteristics of a species
through planning and coordination of its breeding.

S. Artificial selection has been practiced in many forms for centuries to improve
crops and livestock.

T. Artificial selection may have unintended consequences that can reduce the
benefits of a species to humans or limit its function.
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23. Government agencies study natural disasters such as volcanic eruptions
to make decisions about planning for natural disasters. The triangles on
the map show the locations of potentially active volcanoes in the western
United States.

Which statement is correct regarding the dangers of volcanic eruptions in
the western United States?

A. There is less danger of a volcanic eruption in the near future in Salt Lake City,
Utah, than there is in Bend, Oregon.

B. There is more danger of a volcanic eruption in the near future in San Diego,
California, than there is in Seattle, Washington.

C. Colorado should have a stricter volcano emergency plan than Washington
State has.

D. Utah should have a stricter volcano emergency plan than California has.
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24. Gravity is a force that pulls objects down toward Earth’s surface.

Which two statements explain why a student standing at the top of a step
stool does not move downward?

M. The student’s mass is not large enough to be affected by gravity.

P. The step stool exerts a force on the student in the opposite direction of
gravity.

R. The student exerts an upward force on the step stool equal to the
gravitational force.

S. The step stool is a barrier that blocks the gravitational force.

T. The step stool exerts a force on the student equal to the force gravity exerts
on the student.
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25. Antibiotic resistance can appear in a bacteria population when the
bacteria are overexposed to antibiotics. When an infection occurs and
antibiotics are needed, some bacteria will die while the
antibiotic-resistant bacteria will survive and reproduce. The diagram
shows a genetically diverse population of gut bacteria living in an animal
that receives antibiotics.

Which option best shows the bacteria population after the application of
the antibiotic?

A. C.

B. D.

Grade 6 Science
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26. Obsidian is a glassy black igneous rock. A sample of obsidian is shown.

Which type of rock forms in a similar manner as obsidian but at a slower
rate?

M. schist, which forms under extreme heat and pressure

P. conglomerate, which forms when different-sized sediments cement together

R. gypsum, which forms when water evaporates and leaves behind minerals

S. granite, which forms as magma cools deep underground
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Questions 27 – 29 refer to the passage(s) and image(s) shown.

Physics of Flight – Part 1

Scientists are using fossil evidence of prehistoric animals called pterosaurs and the
principles of Newton’s second law to help develop robots with wings. These robots, called
ornithopters, assist with tasks like package delivery and victim rescues during natural
disasters. The forces acting on an object in flight can be seen in Figure 1.

Lift is the force that allows both animals and ornithopters to overcome their weight and
take off from the ground. Thrust is the force that allows animals and planes to move
forward horizontally while overcoming the opposing force of drag. The actions of these
forces on animal flight can be seen in Figure 2. This second figure shows forward
movement aboveground as a combination of lift and thrust. The “Resulting Force”
labeled in the figure is the total force that the air pushes on the bird as it flaps its wings.

Pterosaurs, modern birds, and bats all had to overcome the same forces that artificial
objects must overcome to achieve flight. Paleontologists know that the largest species of
pterosaur had a wingspan of more than 9 meters and weighed over 227 kilograms.
Pterosaurs flew at 113 kilometers per hour over hundreds of kilometers.

Scientists have applied the principles of Newton’s laws to the forces involved in flight
through evolutionary studies of various pterosaur species and the analysis of the flight
patterns of modern birds and bats. The bone structures of a pterosaur, a seagull
(a modern bird), and a bat are shown in Figure 3.
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27. Which implication might be drawn from the fact that all prehistoric and
modern flying vertebrates developed similar structures to support their
successful flight capabilities?

A. Pterosaurs, birds, and bats evolved directly from a single species of reptile.
Their identical flight structures developed sequentially from the pterosaur to
the bat.

B. Pterosaurs, birds, and bats may have developed similar structures
independently of each other. All of the forces are consistent in the
development of flight.

C. Pterosaurs, birds, and bats developed over time in identical ecosystems and
environments. These environments influence the forces of flight for these
animals.

D. Pterosaurs, birds, and bats developed flight at the same time. This was their
single effective adaptation for locating and trapping prey.

28. If the bodies of present-day bats became fossilized over time, which
observation would future scientists likely make about the wings of
fossilized bats and pterosaurs?

M. Both sets of fossils would show similar structures and bone material that were
suited for flight.

P. The bat wing bones would show a completely different structure than the
pterosaur bones.

R. A comparison of the bones of both organisms would show that the pterosaurs
were better suited for flight than bats were.

S. Both sets of fossils would show that the animals were not designed for
lengthy, sustained flight.
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29. Which statement is true about the forces involved in an ornithopter and a
pterosaur taking off?

A. Gravity acts on both the ornithopter and the pterosaur.

B. Drag acts only on the ornithopter and not on the pterosaur.

C. Thrust resists the motion of the pterosaur and the ornithopter.

D. Lift is the single major factor in the forward movement of the ornithopter.
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Questions 30 – 33 refer to the passage(s) and image(s) shown.

Physics of Flight – Part 2

Scientists compare the forces involved in flight through wing loading. Wing loading is
defined as a measure of the relationship between the elements of wing design and the
weight of the animal. The greater the wing loading, the greater the weight that can be
supported in flight. Figure 4 shows the wing loading of some modern birds. Wing loading
varies by animal species. Small lightweight birds such as sparrows have a lower wing
loading amount than much heavier birds such as albatross. Pterosaurs were known to
have wingspans at least three times the size of the wingspan of an albatross and were
believed to have supported more than thirty times the weight of the albatross in flight.

Pterosaur bones reveal fossil evidence of prehistoric flight. There are three main
elements of prehistoric animal flight that have provided relevant evidence in the design
of ornithopters. First, flight would have demanded great initial force. Liftoff at the
beginning of flight required a pterosaur to push off with maximum thrust using both its
legs and its wings. Second, the initial takeoff and the maintenance of altitude was
dependent upon rapid, prolonged, and efficient wing flapping. This efficient, sustained
flapping occurred because pterosaurs had strong muscles and a rigid bone structure.
Although the muscles are not preserved in fossil records, there is evidence of their size
and strength in the areas where they attached to the bones. Finally, for scientists to
design an ideal ornithopter wing, they must limit the weight of the model wing by using
replicated “hollow bones” and other lightweight anatomical features patterned on those
of pterosaurs and other flying animals.
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30. Which factor might limit the knowledge of scientists about the role of
pterosaur muscles in flight?

M. The number of examples of fossilized bones is greater than the number of
fossilized muscle tissue samples.

P. The muscle tissues of prehistoric animals were very different from those of
modern animals.

R. The evidence suggests that pterosaurs relied much less on muscle strength
and more on bone structure.

S. The evidence is inconclusive even though many examples of fossil muscles
have been found by scientists.

31. Which materials would most likely be used by designers of ornithopters
to mimic the bone structures of pterosaur wings?

A. heavy metals to prevent bends and tears in the wings

B. wooden replicas of bones to create identical structures for the devices

C. lightweight metals and open-space structures for the wings

D. plastic replicas of bones that have a completely filled-in structure
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32. Which of these statements can be inferred from the data provided by
Figure 4?

M. The forces of drag and weight probably have no influence on the wing loading
of a bird or an object.

P. Wing loading has no influence on the ability of a bird or an object to maintain
flight.

R. The forces of weight and cruising speed have a major influence on the wing
loading of a bird or an object.

S. Wing loading is influenced only by the weight of the flying object.

33. Which statement would best describe the successful takeoff of an
ornithopter that was designed using the model of the pterosaur?

A. The object would take off with a minimal amount of thrust and the slow,
steady motion of small wings.

B. The object would take off with a minimal amount of thrust and the slow,
steady motion of large wings.

C. The object would take off with a powerful amount of thrust and the rapid
flapping of small wings.

D. The object would take off with a powerful amount of thrust and the rapid
flapping of large wings.
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34. The graphic shows the stages in the development of the solar system.

Which statement best describes the process of the formation of the solar
system?

M. Gravity pulled the gas and dust together.

P. A black hole pulled the gas and dust together.

R. An explosion pushed the gas and dust together.

S. Magnetism attracted the gas and dust together.
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35. A heavy flood washed away over five meters of soil and rock. The layer of
rock that was exposed by the flood contained remains of brachiopods,
crinoids, and corals that existed in warm, shallow seas 350 million years
ago. Some of the fossils that were found are shown.

Which statement is the best explanation for the presence of these marine
fossils in an inland area of the United States?

A. The brachiopods could live in water and on land.

B. The crinoids and corals grew on terrestrial surfaces.

C. The fossils were carried to the area by floodwaters.

D. The area used to be covered by an ocean.
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36. The diagram shows a cross section of Earth, the location of an
earthquake, and three seismographs.

Which data set should most likely be expected from the three
seismographs?

Activity
Recorded Seismograph 1 Seismograph 2 Seismograph 3

P-wave arrival
time (min) 3 15 42

S-wave arrival
time (min) 5 24 No S-waves

observed

M.

Activity
Recorded Seismograph 1 Seismograph 2 Seismograph 3

P-wave arrival
time (min) 3 15 42

S-wave arrival
time (min) 5 No S-waves

observed 67

P.

(This item continues on the next page.)
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(Item 36, continued from the previous page)

Activity
Recorded Seismograph 1 Seismograph 2 Seismograph 3

P-wave arrival
time (min) 5 24 42

S-wave arrival
time (min) 3 15 No S-waves

observed

R.

Activity
Recorded Seismograph 1 Seismograph 2 Seismograph 3

P-wave arrival
time (min) 5 15 42

S-wave arrival
time (min) 3 No S-waves

observed 67

S.
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37. Government agencies consider the possibilities of earthquakes when they
are developing regulations about new construction projects. Regions of
the United States are classified as having a low likelihood of earthquakes
(lowest hazard), a high likelihood of earthquakes (highest hazard), or
somewhere in between.

Which two statements should inform the development of building
regulations in regard to earthquakes?

A. The possibility of earthquakes should be considered by government agencies
when writing building regulations only in the areas of highest hazard.

B. In high hazard areas, government agencies should write building regulations
that prevent the construction of all new buildings.

C. In low hazard areas, government agencies should not consider earthquakes
because they will never happen there.

D. In low hazard areas, building regulations should always include the possibility
of the occurrence of an earthquake.

E. Building regulations should be strictest in areas of the highest hazard and
may be lower in areas of low hazard.
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38. A student has a remote control for a television. The student points the
remote at the television and presses a button on the remote labeled
Volume. A small red light flashes on the front of the remote. The student
observes that the sound from the television becomes lower.

Which statement best describes how the remote control communicates
with the television to change the volume of the sound?

M. The remote control sends microwaves toward the television that are absorbed
by the front of the television.

P. The remote control sends low-energy infrared radiation to a light detector on
the front of the television.

R. The remote control sends radio waves in many directions, which bounce off
the walls of the room toward the front of the television.

S. The remote control sends sound waves in many directions, which bounce off
the walls of the room toward a vibration detector on the front of the
television.
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39. These data tables show the distance of various galaxies from Earth in
millions of light-years (Mly) at different times. Which table supports the
theory of expansion in the formation of the universe?

Galaxy 10,000 BC Present Day

A 7.84 Mly 7.99 Mly

B 8.98 Mly 8.90 Mly

C 9.50 Mly 9.65 Mly

A.

Galaxy 10,000 BC Present Day

A 7.84 Mly 7.99 Mly

B 8.98 Mly 9.13 Mly

C 9.50 Mly 9.65 Mly

B.

Galaxy 10,000 BC Present Day

A 7.84 Mly 7.78 Mly

B 8.98 Mly 9.13 Mly

C 9.50 Mly 9.65 Mly

C.

Galaxy 10,000 BC Present Day

A 8.35 Mly 7.99 Mly

B 8.98 Mly 9.13 Mly

C 9.50 Mly 9.85 Mly

D.
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40. A biologist studies a population of chipmunks. Some of the biologist’s
findings are shown.

Years 1 – 20:
• The population remains below
125.

• Less than half of newborn
chipmunks survive to adulthood.

• Competition for food and
resources limits population
growth.

Year 21 and beyond:
• Ninety percent of newborn
chipmunks survive to adulthood.

• The population increases to over
200 chipmunks.

Which two inferences about the chipmunk population can be supported
with the data gathered by the biologist?

M. The amount of food in the area decreased, causing more chipmunks to
survive to reproductive age.

P. Chipmunks in later generations showed greater genetic diversity than
previous generations, allowing for a greater survival rate in later generations.

R. Chipmunks migrated from one country to another country to increase the
number of chipmunks in the studied area.

S. Individual chipmunks changed their genetic makeup and became more
successful in the environment.

T. The number of predators in the area decreased, so more chipmunks were
able to survive.
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41. The diagram shows the development of two species, the giraffe and the
okapi, through the process of gradualism. During the first stage of
gradualism, shown as “Geographic Isolation,” the two branches of the
species became separated from each other. During the second stage,
shown as “Genetic Isolation,” the okapi and the giraffe developed into
two distinct species.

Which statement best describes the continued existence of the giraffe
and the okapi?

A. The two species will likely interbreed with each other, resulting in young with
characteristics of both species.

B. The two species will likely interbreed and develop a new species with
characteristics of their common ancestor.

C. The two species are no longer able to interbreed and both will continue to
exist and reproduce in their separate environments.

D. The two species will be in competition for resources with each other in a
single environment, leading to the extinction of one of the species.
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42. A data table shows a section of a gene from four animals.

Gene Sections from Four Animals
Organism Section of a Gene

Rat . . . AAG GAC TGG CGG GCG GG...

Chimpanzee . . . AAG GAC ATT TGG GCT GT...

Mouse . . . AAG GAC TGG CGG GAG GG...

Gorilla . . . AAA GAC TTC GGG GCT CT.. .

Based on the partial gene segments, which pair of animals will produce
the most similar proteins?

M. Rat and Chimpanzee

P. Chimpanzee and Mouse

R. Gorilla and Chimpanzee

S. Rat and Mouse
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Questions 43 – 45 refer to the passage(s) and image(s) shown.

Plates and Faults – Part 1

A class is studying where earthquakes and volcanoes occur on Earth. The teacher gives
the students a map showing how Tennessee sits nearly in the middle of the North
American Plate, far from the edges of the plate.

The students discuss how Tennessee should have few earthquakes or volcanoes given
the distance of the state from the edges of the plate. They then look at another map
that includes fault lines in Tennessee with seismic activity.
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The map shows that both western and eastern Tennessee have had several earthquakes
in two different areas. The students learn that the New Madrid Seismic Zone and
Southern Appalachian Seismic Zone are currently active.
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43. The New Madrid Seismic Zone has more earthquakes than the Southern
Appalachian Seismic Zone.

What is the most likely explanation that supports this statement?

A. There are many more faults in the New Madrid Seismic Zone.

B. There are fewer but larger fault lines in the New Madrid Seismic Zone.

C. There is more influence underneath the New Madrid Seismic Zone from
mantle convection.

D. There is additional stress in the New Madrid Seismic Zone because it is closer
to the plate boundary.

44. How are faults that occur in the middle of tectonic plates different from
plate boundaries?

M. Plate boundaries are sites for earthquakes but faults are not.

P. Plate boundaries occur between tectonic plates while faults can occur
anywhere.

R. Faults cover larger areas than the intersections between plates.

S. Faults are the sites of volcanoes while the intersections between plates are
not.

45. One student says that geologists cannot predict earthquakes.

Which statement contradicts the student’s conclusion?

A. Earthquakes are caused by changing weather conditions.

B. Earthquakes can occur in every state in the United States.

C. Earthquakes are statistically more common around fault lines.

D. Earthquakes are caused by landslides occurring at Earth’s surface.
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Questions 46 – 49 refer to the passage(s) and image(s) shown.

Plates and Faults – Part 2

Students develop a simple model to illustrate how the movement of the mantle can
predict the movement of plates above the mantle. This same phenomenon that
influences plate movement can also influence fault formation.

They demonstrated this process by using an aquarium, two foam blocks, water, and a
heat source.
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46. The students decide to model how the motion of two plates occurs.

Which statement best describes the ability of the model to predict plate
movement?

M. The motion of the plates cannot be modeled on a scale that is much smaller
than the plates themselves.

P. The motion of the plates cannot be modeled by simplifying the factors that
contribute to plate movement.

R. The motion of the plates can be modeled by including only the main factors
that contribute to plate movement.

S. The motion of the plates can be modeled only by including every factor that
contributes to plate movement.

47. Which description correctly matches a part of the model with what it
represents on Earth?

A. The water represents the material Earth’s crust is made of.

B. The foam blocks represent the location of Earth’s faults.

C. The heat source represents the energy from Earth’s interior.

D. The large aquarium represents the structure of Earth’s plates.
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46. The students decide to model how the motion of two plates occurs.

Which statement best describes the ability of the model to predict plate
movement?

M. The motion of the plates cannot be modeled on a scale that is much smaller
than the plates themselves.

P. The motion of the plates cannot be modeled by simplifying the factors that
contribute to plate movement.

R. The motion of the plates can be modeled by including only the main factors
that contribute to plate movement.

S. The motion of the plates can be modeled only by including every factor that
contributes to plate movement.

47. Which description correctly matches a part of the model with what it
represents on Earth?

A. The water represents the material Earth’s crust is made of.

B. The foam blocks represent the location of Earth’s faults.

C. The heat source represents the energy from Earth’s interior.

D. The large aquarium represents the structure of Earth’s plates.
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48. Which statement best describes what the model is representing on Earth?

M. The heat source will evaporate the water and cause the North American and
Eurasian Plates to collide.

P. The convection currents will carry the North American and Eurasian Plates
away from each other.

R. The North American Plate will stop moving away from the Eurasian Plate
when it reaches a barrier.

S. The currents will cool down and the North American and Eurasian Plates will
move back toward each other.

49. If the students want to improve this model by including more detail
showing how the interior of a tectonic plate is affected, they should

A. use a material for the plate that heat can warp or crack.

B. use several sources of heat.

C. use a fluid other than water.

D. use a larger aquarium.
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50. Igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks are found at the same cliff
side.

Which statement is correct about the rocks at this location?

M. All three types of rock will become metamorphic if they stay at the surface of
Earth.

P. If this location is buried deep underground, only the metamorphic rock will
melt because it has already been heated before.

R. The metamorphic rock and sedimentary rock were already at this location and
magma flowed into the other rocks.

S. The igneous rock will become metamorphic rock after the rock in the cliff side
turns into sediment.
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51. This cladogram shows several animal species.

Which adaptations belong with labels U and Y on the cladogram?

A. U: six legs
Y: segmented wings

B. U: antennae
Y: two wings

C. U: eight legs
Y: two wings

D. U: two wings
Y: legs
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52. The table identifies the three types of tectonic plate boundaries on
Earth’s surface and their effect on the lithosphere.

Which three statements are correct about the effects of these plate
boundaries on Earth’s lithosphere?

M. In Type 1 boundaries, new lithosphere will form because of the plates pulling
apart from each other.

P. In Type 2 boundaries, one plate is forced under the other, causing the
lithosphere to form trenches.

R. In Type 3 boundaries, one plate slides next to the other, creating ocean
mountain ranges.

S. Earthquakes tend to occur at both Type 2 and Type 3 boundaries.

T. Volcanoes tend to occur at both Type 1 and Type 3 boundaries.
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53. The graph shows the changes in the number of animal faunas living on
Earth over time and how the faunas were affected by different extinction
events.

Which statement is correct about the changes in faunas during one of
these five major events?

A. The event at the end of the Devonian (Dev.) resulted in an increase in the
number of Cambrian faunas.

B. The event at the end of the Cretaceous resulted in an increase in the number
of Paleozoic faunas.

C. The event at the end of the Triassic (Tri.) resulted in the extinction of fewer
faunas than in any other period.

D. The event at the end of the Cretaceous resulted in the extinction of more
faunas than in any other period.
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This is the end of the Grade 8 Science test.
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Name: __________________________________

1.      A       B       C       D  

2.      M       P       R       S  

3.      A       B       C       D       E  (select two)

4.      M       P       R       S

5.      A       B       C       D  

6.      M       P       R       S       T  (select three) 

7.      A       B       C       D  

8.      M       P       R       S

9.      A       B       C       D  

10.      M       P       R       S  

11.      A       B       C       D  

12.      M       P       R       S

13.      A       B       C       D  

14.      M       P       R       S

15.      A       B       C       D

16.      M       P       R       S

17.      A       B       C       D

18.      M       P       R       S  

19.      A       B       C       D       E  (select three)

20.      M       P       R       S  

21.      A       B       C       D  

22.      M       P       R       S       T  (select three)

23.      A       B       C       D  

24.      M       P       R       S       T  (select two) 

25.      A       B       C       D  

26.      M       P       R       S  
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27.      A       B       C       D

28.      M       P       R       S  

29.      A       B       C       D

30.      M       P       R       S

31.      A       B       C       D

32.      M       P       R       S  

33.      A       B       C       D

34.      M       P       R       S  

35.      A       B       C       D

36.      M       P       R       S  

37.      A       B       C       D       E  (select two)

38.      M       P       R       S

39.      A       B       C       D

40.      M       P       R       S       T  (select two) 

41.      A       B       C       D

42.      M       P       R       S

43.      A       B       C       D

44.      M       P       R       S  

45.      A       B       C       D

46.      M       P       R       S

47.      A       B       C       D

48.      M       P       R       S  

49.      A       B       C       D

50.      M       P       R       S

51.      A       B       C       D

52.      M       P       R       S       T  (select three) 

53.      A       B       C       D
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1.      A       B       C       D  

2.      M       P       R       S  

3.      A       B       C       D       E  (select two)

4.      M       P       R       S

5.      A       B       C       D  

6.      M       P       R       S       T  (select three) 

7.      A       B       C       D  

8.      M       P       R       S

9.      A       B       C       D  

10.      M       P       R       S  

11.      A       B       C       D  

12.      M       P       R       S

13.      A       B       C       D  

14.      M       P       R       S

15.      A       B       C       D

16.      M       P       R       S

17.      A       B       C       D

18.      M       P       R       S  

19.      A       B       C       D       E  (select three)

20.      M       P       R       S  

21.      A       B       C       D  

22.      M       P       R       S       T  (select three)

23.      A       B       C       D  

24.      M       P       R       S       T  (select two)

25.      A       B       C       D  

26.      M       P       R       S  

27.      A       B       C       D
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28.      M       P       R       S  

29.      A       B       C       D

30.      M       P       R       S

31.      A       B       C       D

32.      M       P       R       S  

33.      A       B       C       D

34.      M       P       R       S  

35.      A       B       C       D

36.      M       P       R       S  

37.      A       B       C       D       E  (select two)

38.      M       P       R       S

39.      A       B       C       D

40.      M       P       R       S       T  (select two) 

41.      A       B       C       D

42.      M       P       R       S

43.      A       B       C       D

44.      M       P       R       S  

45.      A       B       C       D

46.      M       P       R       S

47.      A       B       C       D

48.      M       P       R       S  

49.      A       B       C       D

50.      M       P       R       S

51.      A       B       C       D

52.      M       P       R       S       T  (select three) 

53.      A       B       C       D
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Question No. Key Standard

1 A 8.LS4.1

2 S 8.ESS1.2

3 A, E 8.LS4.3

4 S 8.ESS1.1

5 A 8.LS4.5

6 M, P, R 8.ESS3.1

7 D 8.PS4.1

8 R 8.PS2.2

9 C 8.ESS2.5

10 P 8.PS2.1

11 D 8.PS2.1

12 R 8.PS2.1

13 B 8.PS2.1

14 R 8.ETS1.1

15 D 8.ETS1.1

16 M 8.ETS1.1

17 B 8.ESS2.1

18 P 8.PS4.2

19 A, C, D 8.PS2.2

20 P 8.ESS2.2

21 A 8.ESS1.1

22 R, S, T 8.LS4.5

23 A 8.ESS3.2

24 P, T 8.PS2.5

25 B 8.LS4.4

26 S 8.ESS2.3

27 B 8.LS4.2

28 M 8.LS4.2

29 A 8.PS2.3

30 M 8.LS4.2

TNReady Practice Test Standards Alignment and Key – Grade 3 
(2017–2018) 

Subpart 1 Key  Standard 
1 B 3.OA.B.5 
2 280 3.NBT.A.3 
3 9 3.OA.A.3 
4 D 3.OA.B.6 
5 B, D 3.OA.C.7 
6 63 3.MD.C.7a 
7 24 3.OA.C.7 
8 C 3.NF.A.1 
9 B 3.G.A.2 

10 Point B at 5:15 and Point C at 5:45 3.MD.A.1 
11 B 3.MD.B.3 
12  Any rectangle with 10 squares 3.MD.C.5b 
13 B 3.NBT.A.1 
14 A 3.NF.A.2b 

Subpart 2     
15 >;  < 3.NF.A.3d 
16 C;   11 3.OA.D.8 
17 D 3.OA.D.9 
18 45 3.MD.A.1 
19 A 3.MD.B.3 
20 20 3.MD.D.8 
21 A, E 3.OA.A.3 

Subpart 3     
22 D 3.OA.D.8 
23 30 3.MD.A.1 

24 1
2
 , 3
4
 , 2
3
 3.NF.A.3b 

25 D 3.OA.A.2 
26 D 3.MD.D.8 

27a 50 3.OA.D.8 
27b 4 3.OA.B.6 
27c T, F, F, T 3.NF.A.3 
27d 300, 250, 300 3.NBT.A.1 
27e 5 3.OA.D.8 
28 could, could, could, cannot 3.G.A.1 
29 8 3.OA.A.4 
30 B 3.OA.B.6 
31 D 3.MD.C.6 
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Question No. Key Standard

31 C 8.LS4.2

32 R 8.PS2.3

33 D 8.PS2.3

34 M 8.ESS1.2

35 D 8.LS4.1

36 M 8.ESS2.2

37 D, E 8.ESS3.2

38 P 8.PS4.3

39 B 8.ESS1.1

40 P, T 8.LS4.4

41 C 8.ESS2.1

42 S 8.LS4.2

43 C 8.ESS2.4

44 P 8.ESS2.4

45 C 8.ESS2.4

46 R 8.PS2.3

47 C 8.ESS2.4

48 P 8.PS2.3

49 A 8.ESS2.4

50 R 8.ESS2.3

51 A 8.LS4.3

52 M, P, S 8.ESS2.5

53 C 8.ESS2.1
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